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a b s t r a c t

In fire suppression, continuous delivery of water or foam to the fire source is essential. The present study
concerns fire suppression in a ship under sea condition, by introducing reinforcement learning technique
to aiming of fire extinguishing nozzle, which works in a ship compartment with six degrees of freedom
movement by irregular waves. The physical modeling of the water jet and compartment motion was
provided using Unity 3D engine. In the reinforcement learning, the change of the nozzle angle during the
scenario was set as the action, while the reward is proportional to the ratio of the water particle delivered
to the fire source area. The optimal control of nozzle aiming for continuous delivery of water jet could be
derived. Various algorithms of reinforcement learning were tested to select the optimal one, the prox-
imal policy optimization.

© 2020 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

As demand of autonomous ships is increasing, the relevant re-
searches on the system design and core technology have been
conducted (Sin, 2018; de Vos and Hekkenberg, 2019; DeFilippo
et al., 2019; Fraize et al., 2019; Lee, 2019; Tang et al., 2019; Ko and
Lee, 2019). One of the core technologies is autonomous damage
control. Following the classification of autonomous ships by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), autonomous ships of
autonomous degree 3 and 4 could be operated with absence of
crews on board (Lee, 2019). For such degrees of autonomous
operation, the automatic response to the maritime accidents or
disasters should be provided (IMO, 2018). In particular, fire accident
is themost crucial event on the safety of ships, and the autonomous
detection and suppression of fire is quite important in the design
and operation of unmanned vessels of degree 3 and 4.

According to a study on the application of automatic fire-
fighting systems and fire suppression strategy, the success of fire-
fighting depends on how fast the initial responses are taken
(Yoon, 2019). There have been various studies on precise fire sup-
pression in the initial stage, including the fire suppression using a

large-scale monitor set outside (Miyashita et al., 2014) or the fire-
fighting robot for short-distance fire suppression in concealed en-
vironments (McNeil and Lattimer, 2017).

In this study, a wall-mounted nozzle was selected as the fire
extinguishing system for initial fire suppression. It can precisely
deliver water to the fire source, while sprinklers, spraying water to
an entire compartment and will result in a malfunction of on-board
equipment in the compartment, and the ship cannot carry out
continue operations. In addition, CO2 extinguishers contain a clean
extinguisher agent that does not leave behind any harmful residue
or cause secondary damage to machines. It is sufficient for un-
manned compartment without damage to sailors. However, the
capability of onboard CO2 generator and the number of fire sup-
pression operation is limited, thus the system is applicable when
the fire grew seriously, and a different approach is needed for initial
fire suppression.

As an alternative to sprinkler and CO2 extinguisher for initial fire
suppression, the fire extinguishing system studied in this paper
should be applied to various types of fire that can happen on sailing.
For the wall-mounted nozzles, the extinguishing material can be
selected from seawater and foam as generic fire suppression
monitors on board. Also, it can locally deliver fire suppression
material to the fire source, thus it is proper for initial suppression
system.

In case of large-scale outdoor fire suppression, the effect of the
wind is significant and the aiming should be corrected by the wind
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condition. In case of the fire suppression in ship compartments,
however, the concealed compartment environment leads to restrict
effect of wind, but the trajectory of water for fire suppression
method focused on the six-degree-of-freedom motion of the
compartment owing to the wave-induced force.

Aiming the nozzle in waves is a complex problem, and contin-
uous aiming correction is needed. As the delivery of the water to
the fire source has time delay from the aiming correction, predic-
tion of the trajectory change of the water spray by the ship motion
is required. For such prediction in complicated physical system, a
numerical simulation of multi-body dynamics is applicable (Unity,
2020).

According to Kim et al. (2019), reinforcement learning is rela-
tively superior to the Proportional Integral Differential (PID)
controller in responding to unexpected environments and can
make optimal control policies without any assumptions and dy-
namic modeling. Therefore, this study simulated the fire suppres-
sion case in a ship compartment moving under the sea condition
and examined the correction of aiming of the monitor through the
proximal policy optimization (Beck and Woolf, 1998; Juliani et al.,
2018). Later, the study compared the trained model to the un-
trained fire suppression model with the initial aiming angle under
various sea environments.

2. Fire suppression modeling and simulation of a ship
compartment motion under the sea condition

2.1. Compartment modeling

To describe the compartment arrangement, a body-fixed Car-
tesian coordinate system was used. The origin was located at the
intersection of FP and the baseline. x-, y-, and z-direction is defined
as the longitudinal, port, and upward direction. The compartment
model was realized by utilizing Unity’s internal 3D objects. Its size
is set to 13:40ðWÞ� 21:30ðLÞ� 8:50ðHÞ m, and its location is

(130.00, 4.00, 13.23), which is (57.65, 4.02, 5.80) apart from the
mass center of the ship (72.00, �0.02, 7.43). Fig. 1 shows the loca-
tion of the compartment an nd modeling of the compartment in
Unity 3D.

2.2. Compartment motion

Following the interface standard for shipboard systems, the ship
motion in waves was estimated. Major motions were surge, heave,
roll, and pitch, and the magnitude and period with respect to the
sea state is suggested (Department of Defense, 1986). As it suggests
the maximum motion and modal period of the motion, a motion
spectrum should be derived from themotion criteria. The spectrum
of ship motion inwaves (Perez, 2006) are discretized for generation
of time-history of the motion, as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). In the
present study, the number of discretized domains, n, is set to 10.

Angular motion :
Xn
i¼1

Ai sinðuitþfiÞ (1)

Translational motion :
Xn
i¼1

ai
ui

2 sinðuitþfiÞ (2)

A¼Maximum anglular motion amplitude

a¼Maximum linear acceration amplitude

u¼ angle velocity

f¼ phase

2.3. Modeling of water spray

To model water jet from the extinguishing nozzle, the study
used Obi Asset in Unity3D (Obi user manual, 2020). Obi Assets can
realize the fluid motion by defining the physical features of fluid
through the particles based on the position-based fluids (Macklin
and Müller, 2013), so that they could model high viscosity fluid,
gas, or fresh water. This study used the property value defined as
fresh water in Obi library to model the water droplets sprayed from
nozzles.

2.4. Nozzle modeling

To model the exit water flow of the nozzle, the study referred to
the actual nozzle dimension (Elkhart Brass, 2020). The nozzle was
located at the center of the transverse wall of the compartment. It
can rotate vertically and horizontally, from�180� to 180�. Note that
0� means the nozzle is aligned along the x-direction. The designed
flow rate at the operation condition was 0.078 m3/s, and the outer
and inner diameters of the ring-type nozzle exit were 0.063 m and
0.05 m, respectively. Considering the baffle disk to be located in
front of the nozzle, 70% of the total outlet area was allocated as the
effective water spraying area. Thus, the effective area and diameter
of the nozzle was 0.0013 m2 and 0.041 m, respectively. The exit
speed of water was 57 m/s according to Eq. (3).

v¼Q=A ¼ 57 ½m = s� (3)

where, v, Q, and A means the flow velocity, flow rate, and effective
area of the nozzle exit, respectively.Fig. 1. Compartment’s location and modeling.
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The water spray trajectory simulated by the modeling was
validated by the trajectory database of the nozzle (SM-1250 SERIES
REACH, 2020). The modeling considered the atmospheric drag
terms by Obi library. The value of atmospheric drag was set to be
3.9, to make similar trajectory of the water. Fig. 2 shows the com-
parison of the modeled trajectory to the actual trajectory.

In the simulation, the number of particles determines the
simulation resource requirements. Therefore, two approaches were
used to reduce the number of water particles while keeping accu-
racy. The first approach was to reduce the water particles at the
center of the nozzle exit. By distributing the water particles around
the edge rather than disk, the boundary of the water jet trajectory
can be kept. Fig. 2 shows comparison of water jets of disk and ring
type. Under the same condition, the number of particles to be
analyzed in disk (370,500) was 13 times greater than that of edge
(28,500). Second, the lifetime of tracer particle is limited. It means
that the particle motion is not tracked for the whole simulation
time, but till the arrival at the compartment floor. It was set to
disappear 0.01 s later after reaching the target, so as to reduce the
number of active particles in the simulation domain.

By reducing simulation resource, multiple simulation can be
conducted at the same time. Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic
(A3C) (Mnih et al., 2016) is the method of learning asynchronously
by multiple actor runners. Using this method, more stable learning
is possible without bias. As a result, A3C can be learned with six
models at the same time.

2.5. Initial aiming angle

To set the initial angle of the nozzle aiming, the horizontal and
vertical angles need to be determined. The y- and z-directional
rotational angle of the nozzle was initially set, assuming parabolic
trajectory without air resistance. Eq. (4) cited from Miyashit et al.
(2014) shows the water’s trajectory without air resistance. Using
this equation, the study set the initial vertical angle of the nozzle by
examining the angle satisfying the equation based on the locations
of fire and nozzle. Brent’s Search method (Brent, 1973) was used to
examine the nozzle angle, which determines q in Eq. (4).

h¼ � rg
4Pcos2q

l2 þ tanqlþ h0 (4)

h¼height of water discharge trajectory ½m�

h0 ¼ nozzle height ½m�

q¼ discharge angle ½rad�

l¼ distance from nozzle ½m�

P¼ discharge pressure ½Pa�

3. Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning (Juliani et al., 2018) is one area of the
machine learning methods where an agent under a certain envi-
ronment selects a behavior or behavioral order to maximize the
current reward. The agent in reinforcement learning is the
component that makes the decision of what action to take and
learn the policy by itself.

3.1. Reinforcement learning condition

To reflect the practical motion of ship in irregular waves, the
phase lag, fi and sea-state of the motion equation at the beginning
of each episode were randomly set between 0e2p and 4e8,
respectively. Also, the location of the target was randomly located
in the compartment during the training process. The initial learning
process progresses by taking random actions under such random
environment. Each episode is set to 5000 steps so as to seek the
maximum cumulative reward within 100 s. A total of six models
were used along with A3C to maintain a more stable learning
process than the one with only one model. Fig. 3 indicates the
learning process after the final modeling. Table 1 shows the pa-
rameters required for the learning. The total duration for the
learning was 3 h 40 min.

Fig. 2. Comparison with actual trajectory.
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3.2. State

In reinforced learning, state is defined as the currently observ-
able information. In ship dynamics, the translational motion is
usually measured by accelerometers. The rotational velocity is ac-
quired by the gyroscope. It was assumed that the gyroscope and
accelerometer were located 1 m away from the mass center of the
ship in the lateral direction for the measurement.

In addition, the location of the target object, initial aiming angle,
and the current angle of the nozzle can be acquired. Thus, as for the
state, the speed and acceleration of roll, heave, and pitch, the initial
aiming angle of the nozzle, and the current angle of the nozzle were
determined as the state.

3.3. Action

The action is the behavior that the agent can take under a certain
state. In the present study, the action is aiming control. An agent at
the initial stage of learning does not have the information about
whether a certain action is beneficial or not. Therefore, the agent at
first takes a series of random actions, and later the probability that
the agent would take a specific action will increase as the learning
continues. The continuous value between �2� and 2� at each step
was selected for the action so that it could rotate vertically and

horizontally. It was assumed that there is no delay in operation of
the monitor motion by control input.

3.4. Reward

The reward is the only evaluative information available for the
agent to learn. Through a cumulated reward value, the agent can
evaluate the actions taken and determine which actions are
beneficial. The goal of the reinforcement learning is to find the
policy inwhich the agentmaximizes the cumulated reward value in
each environment. In the present study, the reward is estimated by
the number of reached water particles to the fire region. Eq. (5)
shows the formula for calculating the reward value in this study.
A summed turning value of particle number is needed to separate
penalties and reward.; if it is below the summed turning value of
particle number, 10 particles per frame, a penalty should be given.
Later, 0.01 was multiplied to normalize the reward value. On
average, it was realized that 100 water particles per frame reached
to the fire source.

R¼ðP�10Þ � 0:01 (5)

Where, R ¼ reward, P ¼ number of the particles reaching the target

4. Analysis of the results

Before discussion of the reinforced learning results, the outcome
was summarized. The criteria for determination of success or fail
status of reinforcement learning listed below are referred fromML-
Agent (ML-Agents, 2020).

C Environment/Cumulative Reward: The average reward value
that the agent acquired from the episode.

C Environment/Episode Length: The average episode duration
of all agents in each environment.

Fig. 3. Training environment of reinforcement learning.

Table 1
Simulation parameters.

Batch size 1024
Beta 0.001
Buffer size 10240
Learning rate 3.0e-4
Max step 1.0e6
Time horizon 64
Sequence length 64
Summary frequency 10000
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C Policy/Value Estimate: The average estimated value of all
states that the agent visited, which should be increased for a
successful learning process.

C Losses/Value Loss-value function: The mean loss of the value
function update. It correlates to how well the model can
predict the value of each state. This might fluctuate while the
agent is learning due to lack of training data, and then
decrease once the reward stabilizes.

Fig. 4 shows the learning progresses. The environment/cumu-
lative reward stably increases and converges, which means that the
reinforced learning improves fire suppression performance. In
addition, environment/episode length means the duration of the
action by the agent, which shows that the agent gradually com-
pletes the episode. The gradual increase of policy/value estimate
shows that the learning has been progressed successfully. The
successful learning reduces Losses/value loss.

To verify the learning level of the reinforced trained model, the
present study compared the results of fire suppression with and
without control by the reinforced learning. The former is called
trained model and the latter is called untrained model. For com-
parison of two models, the number of tracer water particles
reaching the target for 5000 steps and the time without delivery of
water particle were measured. The time where the water particles
fail to reach the target object was obtained from the number of
frames based on the ‘Fixed Update’ function in Unity3D, which was
executed 50 times per second.

4.1. Comparison with several different sea-state

During the simulation, the time that water was not delivered to
the fire (tU) and the number of the particle reached the fire region
(nR) were recorded. The location of the fire source was (20, 0, �2)
from the fire monitor. For comparison, tU and nR in calmwater were
first derived. tU in calmwater was 0.46 s, which implies the time to
the initially projected water jet reaches the fire region. nR in calm
water was 403,641 on average.

To verify the result, the sea-state condition and f were
randomly generated. The location of the target object was fixed on
(20, 0, �2) from the nozzle, and three randomly generated time-

history of ship motion for a sea-state were applied. The sea state
ranged from 4 to 8.

Table 2 shows simulation results comparison by sea-states. In
sea-state 4, tU was 0.46 s for trained and untrained models, and the
fire-fighting water continuously reached the fire source. The total
sum of the average number of particles was improved by 7% from
384,144 to 409,319. nR in both untrained and trained model
decreased in high sea-states, but the reduction of untrained model
was remarkable.

Fig. 5 shows the summary of simulation results. As the sea-state
increases, nR of the untrained model decreased while tU increased.
It implies that the fire suppression performance significantly de-
grades for untrained model in rough seas. In the trained model,
however, the decrease of nR was far smaller than that by the un-
trained model and the fire-fighting water could continuously reach
the fire source.

4.2. Comparison by the location variation of the fire source

By fixing the sea-state and f, the fire suppression performance
change by the location variation of the fire source was examined.
The simulation condition was selected from one case of sea-state 8,
where the difference between the trained and untrained models
was largest. Based on the location of the nozzle, a total of 15 loca-
tions (5 x-axial locations [2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 15 m, 20 m] � 3 y-axial
locations [�5 m, 0 m, 5 m]) were compared. The height of the fire

Fig. 4. Summary statistics of the learning process.

Table 2
Comparison by sea-state.

Sea state Untrained model Trained model Improvement

4 tU 0.46 s 0.46 s 0.00 s (0%)
nR 384,144 409,319 25,175 (7%)

5 tU 1.15 s 0.46 s 0.69 s (60%)
nR 345,890 404,539 58,649 (17%)

6 tU 7.93 s 0.46 s 7.47 s (94%)
nR 289,907 400,013 110,106 (38%)

7 tU 20.87 s 0.46 s 20.41 s (98%)
nR 245,625 387,789 142,164 (58%)

8 tU 52.18 s 0.46 s 51.72 s (99%)
nR 136,000 343,294 207,294 (152%)
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source was assumed to be on top of a facility (2 m). Fig. 6 shows the
locations of the fire sources in the compartment.

Table 3 shows comparison of nR between the trained and un-
trained models. The improvement of water delivery by trained
control model increased as the location moves in x-direction and
further away from themidship.When the location of the fire source
is at (2, 0, �2), nR showed no meaningful difference between the
untrained model (533,791) and the trained model (533,811).
However, at (20, 5, �2) which was the furthest away from the
nozzle and ship longitudinal center line, the number of particles
reaching the fire source was improved by 267% by the trained
model.

Table 4 summarizes tU the fire source using the trained and
untrainedmodels. Same as nR, tU grew as the distance in x-direction
increased. In the case of the untrained model, if the target location
is (20, 5, �2), for 59.8 s out of 100 s, the fire-fighting water particles
could not reach the target object. On the contrary, in trained model,
the tU was 0.52 s, similar to the baseline, 0.46 s.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the results with several different sea-state.

Fig. 6. Compartment coordinates.

Table 3
Comparison of the number of reached particles.

X [m] Y [m]

5 0 �5

2 Untrained model 478,399 533,791 484,595
Trained model 552,771 533,811 524,172
Improvement 74,372 (16%) 20 (0%) 39,577 (8%)

5 Untrained model 406,931 485,188 438,585
Trained model 574,405 565,771 556,187
Improvement 167,474 (41%) 80,583 (17%) 117,602 (27%)

10 Untrained model 250,922 311,931 311,117
Trained model 580,358 574,756 545,157
Improvement 329,436 (131%) 262,825 (84%) 234,040 (75%)

15 Untrained model 154,751 185,570 198,887
Trained model 497,109 549,487 484,441
Improvement 342,358 (221%) 363,917 (196%) 285,554 (144%)

20 Untrained model 96,296 113,679 126,749
Trained model 353,129 423,260 396,085
Improvement 256,833 (267%) 309,581 (272%) 269,336 (212%)
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Fig. 7 displays the surface graphs of nR and tU. It was intuitively
determined that as the location of the fire source moves further
away from the nozzle, the differences between the trained and
untrained models in the number of particles reaching the target
object, as well as the time at which the water cannot reach the
target, increased. Thus, it can be determined that the trained model
can play a role under rough sea-states.

5. Conclusion

This study concerns the development of a fire suppression so-
lution based on reinforcement learning for application to the
compartment of a ship with six-degree-of-freedom motion in
irregular waves. Using Obi library during the simulation, the
behavior of the fire-fighting water was modeled as closely as in
reality. The re-aiming steps of the nozzle was improved through
reinforcement learning.

For the state, the study set the location of the fire source, the

initial and current angles of the fire monitor aiming, and speed and
acceleration of the compartment. A rewardwas given by scaling the
degree at which the number of fire-fighting water particles
reaching the target object, and through the action, the nozzle was
set to find the target object. It was determined that the learning
progressed smoothly when the action was set to be able to move
between �2� and 2� in angular position. In the case of the un-
trained model, the number of particles reaching the fire source was
decreased, and the time at which not even one particle reached the
target object increased in rougher sea state condition. By the
reinforcement trained model, the fire-fighting water reached to the
fire source continuously regardless of the sea-state and the location
of the fire source. The limitation of this approach is that this study
did not reflect the operation time delay of in monitor control dy-
namics. Further research will examine a more practical model of
monitor control by considering the delay in operation time of the
monitor.

Table 4
Comparison of unreached time.

X [m] Y [m]

5 0 �5

2 Untrained model 0.12 s 0.06 s 0.14 s
Trained model 0.12 s 0.06 s 0.14 s
Improvement 0.00 s (0%) 0.00 s (0%) 0.00 s (0%)

5 Untrained model 5 s 0.12 s 2.62 s
Trained model 0.16 s 0.12 s 0.16 s
Improvement 4.84 s (97%) 0.00 s (0%) 2.46 s (94%)

10 Untrained model 22.76 s 11.14 s 9.64 s
Trained model 0.26 s 0.24 s 0.28 s
Improvement 22.50 s (99%) 10.90 s (98%) 9.36 s (97%)

15 Untrained model 42.44 s 34.18 s 28.44 s
Trained model 0.38 s 0.36 s 0.44 s
Improvement 42.06 s (99%) 33.82 s (99%) 28.00 s (98%)

20 Untrained model 59.8 s 51.02 s 46.78 s
Trained model 0.52 s 0.46 s 0.56 s
Improvement 59.28 s (99%) 50.56 s (99%) 46.22 s (99%)

Fig. 7. Comparison of trained and non-trained model: nR and tU.
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